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Abstract
The visual system summarizes average properties of ensembles of similar objects. We 
demonstrated an adaptation aftereffect of one such property, mean size, suggesting it is encoded 
along a single visual dimension (Corbett, et al., 2012), in a similar manner as basic stimulus 
properties like orientation and direction of motion. To further explore the fundamental nature of 
ensemble encoding, here we mapped the evolution of mean size adaptation over the course of 
visually guided grasping. Participants adapted to two sets of dots with different mean sizes. After 
adaptation, two test dots replaced the adapting sets. Participants first reached to one of these dots, 
and then judged whether it was larger or smaller than the opposite dot. Grip apertures were 
inversely dependent on the average dot size of the preceding adapting patch during the early phase 
of movements, and this aftereffect dissipated as reaches neared the target. Interestingly, perceptual 
judgments still showed a marked aftereffect, even though they were made after grasping was 
completed more-or-less veridically. This effect of mean size adaptation on early visually guided 
kinematics provides novel evidence that mean size is encoded fundamentally in both perception 
and action domains, and suggests that ensemble statistics not only influence our perceptions of 
individual objects but can also affect our physical interactions with the external environment.
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We can explicitly conceive only a fraction of the information entering the eyes in each 
glance. Yet, the visual system can rapidly extract the mean properties of entire sets of 
objects, such as average size (e.g., Ariely, 2001; Chong & Treisman, 2003). Our experience 
of stable, thorough perception may be accomplished by integrating occasional detailed 
samples of the visual world with statistical summaries of the remaining areas (Ariely, 2001), 
such that statistical, or ensemble representations act in complement to limited capacity 
attentional resources needed to represent individual objects in detail (e.g., Alvarez, 2011). 
Along these lines, average properties of sets are extracted automatically (e.g., Oriet & 
Brand, 2013) and more efficiently than individual object representations (e.g., Im & 
Halberda, 2013), when attention is distributed broadly across the visual field (e.g., Chong & 
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Treisman, 2005), and even when individual elements cannot be represented (e.g., Corbett & 
Oriet, 2011; Joo, et al., 2009) or consciously perceived (e.g., Choo & Franconeri, 2010; 
Parkes, et al., 2001). In addition, ensemble representations persist across eye movements and 
transfer between different egocentric and allocentric frames of reference (Corbett & 
Melcher, 2014), providing further support for the proposal that the visual system relies on 
statistical summaries to efficiently represent large chunks of scenes.
There has been great deal of controversy surrounding the nature of the mechanisms 
underlying ensemble representations (for a recent review, see Alvarez, 2011). Adaptation is 
said to reflect the existence of mechanisms that encode a specific visual attribute along a 
single dimension (e.g., Campbell & Robson, 1968). Several previous reports have 
demonstrated evidence of perceptual adaptation to ensemble statistics, such as average 
direction of motion (e.g., Anstis et al., 1998), average orientation (e.g., Gibson & Radner, 
1937), average texture density (Durgin, 1995, 2008; Durgin & Huk, 1997), and numerosity 
(Burr & Ross, 2008). We have recently demonstrated an adaptation aftereffect specific to the 
average sizes of sets of objects that could not otherwise be attributed to lower-level 
properties, such as density or spatial frequency, or to adapting to a small sub-sample of 
individual items (Corbett, Wurnitsch, Schwartz, & Whitney, 2012). When participants 
adapted to two sets of dots with different mean sizes, the same size dot appeared larger when 
presented in a region adapted to a set of dots with a smaller mean size than when presented 
in a region adapted to a set with a comparably larger average diameter. Taken together, these 
findings provide converging evidence that mean size and other ensemble statistics are 
encoded as basic dimensions of visual scenes.
Although much recent attention has been paid to how such summary statistical 
representations may impact visual perception, little has been done towards understanding 
how ensemble representations may be integrated with visually guided actions. Given that 
vision mainly functions to facilitate our interactions with the surrounding environment, 
statistical representations of visual contextual information may also affect actions. 
Therefore, in the present investigation, we examined how perceptual summaries of the 
average sizes of sets of objects are integrated over the course of visually guided grasping.
We introduced a novel paradigm combining a visually guided grasping task with the 
adaptation paradigm used in Corbett et al., (2012). Participants adapted to two sets of dots, 
simultaneously presented on opposite sides of the screen. They were subsequently instructed 
to reach to one of two test dots presented in the adapted regions, and then to indicate 
whether this dot was larger or smaller than the opposite dot. In addition to perceptual reports 
at the end of each trial, we measured their grip apertures over the entire course of each 
grasping action. As it has been well established that grip aperture is highly correlated with 
the size of a single target object (e.g., Jeannerod, 1986), and that reach trajectories can 
reveal the evolution of dynamic internal cognitive processes (e.g., Song & Nakayama, 2006; 
2009), this paradigm allowed us to examine how perceptual summaries influence reach-to-
grasp movements over time. Importantly, neither the reaching task, nor the size judgment 
task explicitly required participants to extract the mean size of the adapting displays.
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If summary representations of mean size affect visually guided actions, grip apertures should 
vary systematically as an inverse function of the average diameter of the dots comprising the 
adapting displays. Specifically, when participants reach to test dots presented in the region 
adapted to the larger set of dots, their grip apertures should be comparably smaller than 
when they reach to the same test dots presented in the region adapted to the smaller mean 
size set of dots. Their subsequent judgments of the relative sizes of the test dots should show 
the corresponding pattern (Corbett, et al., 2012), with test dots presented in the large-adapted 
region perceived as physically smaller than the same dots presented in the small-adapted 
region. As the perceptual judgment is made after grasping and neither task is executed with 
the adapting context visible, our paradigm also measures whether the perceptual aftereffect 
survives even after actions have been completed.
Methods
Participants
12 undergraduate students at Brown University, all right-handed with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, participated in a one-hour session for course credit. All procedures and 
protocols were in accordance with Brown University's Institutional Review Board.
Tasks
On each trial, after adapting to two side-by-side displays of heterogeneously sized dots, 
participants were instructed to reach to and grasp one of two side-by-side test dots presented 
in the adapted regions, between the thumb and forefinger (Grasping task). They then 
indicated whether that test dot was larger or smaller than the opposite dot, by pressing the 
“z” key on a computer keyboard if it was smaller, and the “x” key if it was larger 
(Perceptual comparison).
Apparatus
A Dell PC projected the visual display onto an upright plexi-glass screen (43 cm × 32.5 cm) 
with a vertical refresh rate of 60 Hz (1280 pixel × 1024 pixel resolution) that was centered 
60 cm in front of participants, and recorded responses made using a computer keyboard. 
Matlab® software (version 2010a) in conjunction with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 
1997; Pelli 1997) controlled all the display, timing, and response functions.
Grip aperture was measured with a Liberty® electromagnetic position and orientation 
measuring system (Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT) with a sampling rate of 120 Hz and a 
measuring error of 0.3 mm root mean square. Two small position-tracking sensors (each 
2.26 cm × 1.27 cm × 1.14 cm) were attached to the participant's fingers: one on the index 
fingertip of the right hand, and the other on the tip of the right thumb. The body midline was 
approximately aligned with a 3 cm × 3 cm starting position marker on the table 20 cm in 
front of the participant (40 cm from the screen). Participants were required to rest the index 
finger on the starting position to initiate each trial. The tracking system was calibrated 
separately for each sensor with nine points on the screen prior to the start of each 
experimental session.
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As outlined in the Introduction, our goal was to test whether the perceptual aftereffects of 
mean size adaptation reported in Corbett, et al., (2012) can similarly affect visually guided 
actions. Therefore, we used the same adapting and test stimuli to replicate this paradigm as 
closely as possible. The adapting stimulus consisted of two sets of 14 dots. Each set of 14 
dots was composed of two concentric rings, an inner ring of six dots subtending 3.5° of 
visual angle (37.6 mm), and an outer ring of eight dots subtending 7° of visual angle (75.3 
mm). The outer eight dots were positioned at one of eight cardinal or 45° intercardinal 
locations around the outer ring, and then each was jittered independently in the x- and y-
directions by a random factor between −0.5° and +0.5° of visual angle (±5.4 mm) on each 
trial. The six inner dots were initially positioned around the inner ring at the 30°, 90°, 150°, 
210°, 270°, and 330° positions, then jittered in the same manner as the outer dots. Within 
each 14-dot patch, we restricted the positions of the dots such that no individual dot was 
within 0.125° (1.3 mm) of any other dot in either the x- or y-direction.
Adapting displays
Each two-ringed adapting dot set was 8° of eccentricity from the center of the screen, 
relative to the horizontal meridian. The smaller adapting set always contained the same 14 
individual dots ranging in diameter from 1.0° (10.8 mm) to 2.3° (24.7 mm) in 0.1° (1.1 mm) 
steps, with a constant mean size of 1.65° of visual angle (17.7 mm). The larger adapting set 
always contained the same 14 individual dots ranging in diameter from 2.0° (21.5 mm) to 
3.3° (35.5 mm) also in 0.1° (1.1 mm) steps, with a constant mean size of 2.65° of visual 
angle (28.5 mm). The positions of the 14 dots in each set were randomized on every trial, 
such that no location within either adapting patch consistently contained a dot that was 
larger or smaller than any other dot in the set; only the difference in mean dot size 
(diameter) between the two adapting sets was constant over the course of the experiment.
Test displays
The test displays consisted of two single dots, presented side-by-side, one in each adapted 
region. Unknown to subjects, the dot on the opposite side of the screen from the dot to 
which they were reaching always served as a standard, and was the same size as the mean 
size of all 28 dots comprising the adapting displays (2.15°/23.1 mm). The dot to which 
subjects reached on any given trial was ± 0, 0.12, 0.25, 0.53, or 0.84 standard deviations (of 
the whole set of 28 adapting dots) larger or smaller than the standard, resulting in 9 possible 
test dots subtending 1.6°, 1.8°, 1.99°, 2.07°, 2.15°, 2.23°, 2.31°, 2.5°, and 2.7° of visual 
angle (17.2 mm, 19.4 mm, 21.4 mm, 22.3 mm, 23.1 mm, 24.0 mm, 24.8 mm, 26.9 mm, and 
29.0 mm, respectively). We randomized the positions of the test dots within the two adapted 
regions from trial-to-trial, so that no given location in either adapted region was consistently 
probed, making it more likely that the mean size of the entire display of adapting dots was 
responsible for any observed effects on perceived size or grip aperture.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a semi-darkened room. They were seated 60 cm in 
front of the center of the visual display, and asked to remain focused on the 0.5° of visual 
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angle (5.4 mm) fixation cross that was always present in the center of the screen during all 
adaptation and top-up displays. The experimenter stressed the importance of fixating to 
ensure adaptation at the start of each session, and remained in the room over the course of 
the experiment to monitor that participants remained fixated and aligned with the center of 
the screen during adaptation on each trial. However, during the grasping and perception 
tasks, participants were free to move their eyes but not heads, such that they were able to 
naturally monitor hand position and the individual test dots. Each participant performed one 
practice block of 18 trials, followed by eight experimental blocks of 63 trials each (7 
repetitions of each of the 9 possible test dot standard deviation differences, in random 
sequence) for a total of 504 experimental trials per session. Each experimental session 
consisted of two repetitions of the 4 possible conditions that resulted from combining the 
side of the larger adapting set (left or right) and the reach side (left or right). The order of 
conditions was counterbalanced over observers. At the start of each block, participants were 
informed to which test dot they should reach for the entire block (left or right), but no 
information was provided about the relative locations or sizes of the adapting displays.
As shown in Figure 1, each block began with an initial adaptation phase, during which 
participants fixated while viewing a display of the two side-by-side adapting patches for 1 
minute. After this initial adaptation, each trial consisted of an adapting top-up display 
presented for two seconds to ensure participants remained adapted to the two mean sizes 
over the course of each block. Importantly, the positions of the individual dots comprising 
each adapting patch in the adaptation displays were randomized on every trial. A test display 
consisting of the two single dots was presented immediately after each adaptation display. 
Participants were instructed to reach to the pre-specified test dot as if it was a real object as 
quickly and accurately as possible on each trial using the thumb (6 o'clock) and index finger 
(12 o'clock). The experimenter stressed that participants should reach to the test dot 
immediately after the test display onset so that there was no delay between target onset and 
movement initiation that may have otherwise increased reliance on stored perceptual 
information (Hu & Goodale, 2000; Fischer, 2001; Franz, et al., 2009). As previous reports 
suggest that the absence of visual and tactile feedback changes kinematics and neural control 
from that of natural grasping movements (e.g., Goodale, et al., 1994; Króliczak, et al., 2007; 
Schenk, 2012), participants were also instructed to touch the screen so they could see how 
their grasps overlapped with the test dots, providing continuous visual feedback that allowed 
them to make online adjustments up until the end of the grasping action and at least some 
minimal (although not veridical) form of tactile feedback. The test dots remained on the 
screen until the participant had completed the grasping task. Importantly, only the test 
stimuli and hand were visible during the planning and execution of each grasping action and 
there was no interference from obstacle stimuli that could have affected grip scaling (e.g., 
Haffenden & Goodale, 2000; Haffenden, et al., 2001; Smeets, et al., 2003). Once 
participants touched the screen to grasp the test dot, the screen blanked except for the 
fixation cross and a 500 Hz tone sounded for 200 ms, signaling them to make a keypress 
response to the perceptual test dot comparison task. The screen remained blank until the 
keypress response, or for 3 seconds, whichever came first. We excluded responses made 
later than 3 seconds after the display offset from further analysis (less than 1% of trials for 
any participant).
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Regardless of reach side (Left vs. Right), we categorized trials based on whether the reach 
was made towards the smaller or larger adapting display side (Small vs. Large condition).
Grasping task (Figure 2a)
In the grasping task, we conducted an off-line analysis of reaching movements. We 
calculated movement velocity from the 3D position traces after filtering with a low-pass 
filter (cutoff frequency of 25 Hz). The beginning and end of reaching movements were 
detected using a velocity criterion (between 8 cm/s and 10 cm/s). The algorithm's 
identification of movements was inspected to verify its accuracy (Song & Nakayama, 2006; 
2007a;b; 2008; 2009; Song, et al., 2008). We defined reaction time as the interval between 
stimulus and movement onset, and movement time as the interval between movement onset 
and offset. To quantify potential influences of mean size representations on visually guided 
actions, we calculated mean grip aperture as a spatial plot of hand aperture against the 
forward progress of hand transport. We individually normalized the entire distance traversed 
on each trial by resampling 101 equally spaced points (from 0% to 100%) during reaching 
movements. Corresponding x, y, and z positions were computed by linear interpolation (e.g., 
Cuijpers, et al., 2004; Haggard & Wing, 1998; Song & Nakayama, 2008; Spivey et al., 
2005). Grasping responses for different test dot sizes were then collapsed for the further 
analysis.
Paired t-tests showed no differences between participants' averaged reaction times (μS = 337 
ms, SDS = 97 ms, μL = 368 ms, SDL = 119 ms; t(11) = 1.889, SEM = 4.03, p = .086, d = .
285), and movement times (μS = 517 ms, SDS = 80 ms, μL = 520 ms, SDL = 82 ms; t(11) = .
57, SEM = 5.43, p =.577, d = .037) in the Small and Large adapting conditions, respectively. 
Figure 2a shows the time course of mean grip aperture differences between the Small and 
Large conditions (Small – Large) as a function of percent distance traversed. We were 
particularly interested in the early stages of grasping movements most likely to manifest 
effects of perceptual summaries of mean size, before online visual feedback allows for the 
metric adjustment of grip aperture as the hand nears the target (e.g., Glover & Dixon, 2001; 
Health, et al., 2011). Therefore, we performed a t-test at every sampling point to examine 
how the aftereffect may unfold over the course of the entire movement. On average, 
participants made significantly larger grip apertures in the Small relative to the Large 
adapting condition during the early stages of their reaching movements, between ~12% to 
~45% of the total distance traversed (paired t-tests, p < .05; indicated by the light gray 
shading in Figure 2a), demonstrating that their visually guided reach-to-grasp actions were 
initially affected in-line with an adaptation aftereffect of mean size. However, this bias 
gradually disappeared as their hands moved closer to the target. These findings are in 
agreement with Heath and colleagues' (2011) report that although peak grip aperture (at 
~70% of total movement) is not affected by perceived size, grip apertures during earlier 
stages (~10% to 50% of total movement) do show perceptual effects. Taken together, these 
movement dynamics reveal that the early stage of the reach-to-grasp actions is most strongly 
affected by the adapting sets, and suggest that the statistical representation of average size is 
integrated into the motor plan online.
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Perceptual comparison task (Figure 2b)
In the perceptual task, which was executed after grasping was completed, participants' 
average RTs for the perceptual judgment when reaching to the test dot on the side adapted to 
the display with the larger average size (μL = 1465 ms, SDL = 329 ms) were not 
significantly different from RTs when reaching to the test dot on the side adapted to the 
display with the smaller average size (μS = 1403 ms, SDS = 314 ms; t(11) = 1.628, SEM = .
038, p = .132, d = .192). Therefore, we computed each participant's average probability of a 
response that the dot to which they were reaching appeared larger than the standard dot on 
the opposite side of the test display for each of the 9 test dots in each adapting condition 
(Small, Large). Using maximum likelihood estimation, we next fit each participant's 
averaged responses over the 9 test dots to two separate logistic functions (one for the Small 
adapting condition, and one for the Large adapting condition), with lower and upper bounds 
of 0 and 1, respectively. Goodness of fit was evaluated with deviance scores, calculated as 
the log-likelihood ratio between a fully saturated, zero-residual model and the data model. A 
score above the critical chi-square value indicated a significant deviation between the fit and 
the data (Wichmann & Hill, 2001). All fits were significant, as all deviance scores were well 
below the critical chi-square value, χ2(9, 0.95) = 16.92. There was a significant difference 
between the logistic fits to the grand average over the 12 participants in each adapting 
condition (t(8) = 3.21, SEM = .037, p = .012, d = .306). The grand averaged fit for the Large 
adapting condition was shifted rightward relative to the leftward-shifted fit for the Small 
adapting condition, replicating our previous findings that observers experienced an 
adaptation aftereffect (Corbett, et al., 2012).
We next defined the magnitude an individual subject's aftereffect for each of the adapting 
conditions as the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE), the 50% inflection point on the 
corresponding psychometric function. The PSE quantifies the physical difference in dot size 
for the two test dots to appear equal in diameter. A paired t-test examining the effect of 
adapting condition (Small, Large) on participants' PSEs in the two adapting conditions 
indicated a differential aftereffect over the twelve observers (μPSE_S = 2.13° (22.9 mm), 
SDPSE_S = .08° (.9 mm), μPSE_L = 2.23° (24 mm), SDPSE_L = .04° (.4 mm); t(11) = 3.85, 
SEM = .027, p = .003, d = 1.58; Figure 2b).
Discussion
The present investigation uncovered a novel adaptation aftereffect of statistical extraction on 
visually guided actions. Specifically, the initial stage of participants' grasping actions to test 
dots presented in regions of the visual field adapted to sets of dots with different mean sizes 
was biased, such that grip apertures to a particular test dot were inversely dependent on the 
average dot size of the preceding adapting patch. In addition, extending our recent findings 
that participants' perceptual judgments of the sizes of the test dots were also biased as an 
inverse function of the average size of the adapting dot set (Corbett, et al., 2012), we 
confirmed that this aftereffect persisted even after actions were compensated to overcome 
the initial aftereffect during later stages of reaching. Most importantly, our results provide 
the first evidence that ensemble representations of average size not only influence perceptual 
judgments, but can also affect our physical interactions with objects in the external 
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environment. Taken with findings that mean size adaptation transfers across eye movements 
and different spatial frames of reference (Corbett & Melcher, 2014), the present finding that 
mean size adaptation can also affect visually guided actions also offers further support for 
the proposal that ensemble statistics sub-serve visual stability as we interact with the 
surrounding environment amidst constantly changing retinal imagery.
The present results support the proposal that mean size and other summary statistical 
properties are encoded as fundamental visual attributes (Corbett, et al., 2012). There is much 
debate regarding the mechanisms underlying summary statistical representations. Although 
there is mounting evidence to suggest such statistical representations involve a calculation of 
the mean of the entire set of items without the need to encode individual set members (e.g., 
Ariely, 2001; Choo & Franconeri, 2010; Chong, et al., 2008; Chong & Treisman, 2005; 
Corbett & Oriet, 2011; Joo, et al., 2009), it has been argued that perceptual averaging can be 
accomplished by sampling only a handful of the items in each set using focused attention 
(e.g., Simons & Myczek, 2008; c.f., Ariely, 2008). We have previously used the same 
paradigm as in the present study to demonstrate that observers are sensitive to the variance 
in the sizes of the dots in the adapting sets (Corbett, et al., 2012), suggesting that most, if not 
all of the elements in each set are included in the calculation of the mean. The present 
demonstration that the aftereffect induced by these same displays also affects visually 
guided actions provides further evidence that mean size is encoded along a single visual 
dimension as a basic stimulus attribute that affects visually guided actions in the same 
manner as the sizes of homogeneous or single elements (e.g., Hu & Goodale, 2000; Pavani, 
et al., 1999).
Along these lines, our findings that mean size adaptation induces a negative aftereffect are 
likely related to size contrast illusions induced by Ebbinghaus-Titchener displays, in which 
the size of a central test circle is perceived as an inverse function of the homogeneous sizes 
of circles in a surrounding annulus. Although these studies are generally concerned with the 
long-standing debate about potential dissociations between dorsal and ventral visual 
processing and not per se with mean size representation, it is likely that a statistical 
representation of the average (homogeneous) size of the surrounding circles underlies such 
effects on the perceived size of the central circle, as the average of heterogeneous sizes is 
represented in the same manner as the size of homogeneous elements (Chong & Treisman, 
2003). On the one hand, there have been a number of reports of dissociated size contrast 
effects of Ebbinghaus-Titchner displays on perceptual size judgments and grasping actions 
to central test circles (e.g., Aglioti, et al., 1995; Haffenden & Goodale, 1998; Marotta, et al., 
1998). These results support Goodale and Milner's (1992) two visual streams hypothesis that 
relative visual information for object perception and absolute metric information for actions 
are governed by independent ventral and dorsal pathways. On the other hand, several studies 
have reported no such dissociations between perception and action (e.g., Pavani, et al., 1999; 
van Donkelaar, 1999). To explain similar effects in perceptual and motor tasks, Glover and 
Dixon (2001) proposed a planning and control model of actions, involving common 
mechanisms for perception and action with decreasing reliance on perceptual representations 
from movement planning to execution. Although not the focus of the present investigation, 
our results do offer support for such claims that early planning stages of actions are affected 
by perceptual representations, but actions are corrected online over the course of the 
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movement (e.g., Glover & Dixon, 2001). In general, whether or not the Ebbinghaus-Titchner 
illusion similarly biases perceptions and actions has been found to depend on a variety of 
factors such as the availability of visual feedback (e.g., van Donkelaar, 1999; Haffenden & 
Goodale, 1998; Pavani, et al., 1999), the onset of reaching movements (e.g., Pavani, et al., 
1999), the configuration of display elements (e.g., Pavani, et al., 1999; Aglioti, et al., 1995; 
Franz, et al., 2000), and whether grip is estimated two- or three-dimensionally (Stöttinger, et 
al., 2012). Future studies manipulating visual, kinematic, and temporal factors will likely 
uncover similar effects on vision and action induced by heterogeneously-sized elements as 
those induced by homogeneously-sized Ebbinghaus-Titchener circles.
In conclusion, the present results demonstrate that mean size adaptation not only affects the 
perceived size of a single object, but that this ensemble representation can also affect early 
stages of grasping actions and survives even after actions are completed inline with the 
physical size of the target. These convergent effects on perception and action provide novel 
support for the fundamental nature of ensemble representations in both the perception and 
action domains. On the one hand, such an interaction poses a serious threat, in that actions 
may fail to be executed in a veridical manner, leading to dreadful outcomes in critical 
situations. An increased understanding of how statistical representations affect perceptions 
and visually guided actions can allow for better prediction and prevention of such errors. On 
the other hand, this interplay between perception and action could be exploited to direct our 
interactions with the external environment. Especially, as we argue that this sort of summary 
representation can be constructed even when participants are not explicitly aware of each 
object comprising the set, such a rapid extraction of average set properties could be used to 
guide actions, quickly recover texture and depth information, and aid in representing scene 
“gist,” (e.g., Potter, 1976) without detracting from the resources needed to perform other 
perceptually intensive tasks in parallel.
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Experimental sequence: Each block began with an initial adaptation phase, during which the 
participant fixated while viewing a display of the two side-by-side adapting patches for 1 
minute. After this initial adaptation, each trial consisted of a top-up adapting display 
presented for 2 seconds (to ensure participants remained adapted to the two mean sizes), 
followed by a test display of two single dots, which remained on the screen until the 
participant reached to the pre-specified test dot. Once the participant touched the screen to 
grasp the test dot, a 500 Hz tone sounded for 200 ms as the screen blanked except for the 
fixation cross, signaling the participant to make a keypress response to the perceptual 
comparison task. The screen remained blank until the keypress response, or for 3 seconds, 
whichever came first. Two consecutive trials are shown above to clarify that there was only 
a single 1-minute initial adaptation display at the start of each block followed by multiple 2-
second top-up displays, as well as to illustrate that although the mean size of the adapting 
dots was held constant over the course of each block, the dots were arranged in random 
positions within each presentation of the adapting and test displays.
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Results; Grasping task (a): Time course (% of total distance traversed) of mean grip aperture 
differences (in mm) between the Small and Large adapting conditions. Participants made 
significantly larger grip apertures in the Small relative to the Large adapting condition 
during the early stage of their reaching movements (between ~12% to 45%; light gray box), 
but this inverse bias gradually disappeared as their hands moved closer to the target. The 
black solid line represents the mean aperture difference, and the dark gray vertical error bars 
represent ± 1 standard error of the mean at each sampling point. The dashed horizontal line 
delimits the point at which no difference (0 mm; y-axis) was apparent between average grip 
apertures in the two adapting conditions. The positive number on the ordinate indicates grip 
aperture in the small condition is larger, whereas the negative number represents the 
opposite. Perceptual comparison task (b): Grand-averaged logistic fits (lines) and actual data 
(points) for the average probability of responding that the test dot (sizes are represented in 
mm for comparison with grasping data) to which the participant was instructed to reach 
appeared bigger than the dot on the opposite side of the display over the 9 test dots in each 
adapting condition (Small, Large). On average, observers more often perceived the test dot 
presented in the region adapted to the small set of dots as bigger relative to when the same 
dot was presented in the region adapted to the large set of dots. The dashed horizontal line 
delimits the proportion of responses (y-axis) for which the observer was equally likely to 
respond that the test dot appeared bigger when it was presented on the Small versus Large 
adapted side, and the vertical dashed lines mark the corresponding PSEs (x-axis) for each 
adapting condition in terms of the relative difference in the size of the test dots necessary for 
this perceived equality. The asterisk on the x-axis indicates the diameter of the standard 
comparison dot. Dark gray horizontal error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean in 
the respective PSEs for each adapting condition.
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